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Abstract
In this short note we formulate Covariant Hamiltonian formalism for strings,
p-branes and Non-BPS Dp-branes. We also analyse the vacuum tachyon con-
densation in case of unstable D1-brane.
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1 Introduction and Summary
Actions for extended objects in string theory can be considered as specific form
of relativistic theories defined on the world-sheet (in case of fundamental string)
or world-volume (in case of p-branes, Dp-branes) 2. When we analyse dynamics
of these objects we usually derive Euler-Lagrange equations of motions. On the
other hand it turns out that in some situations it is more convenient to switch to
Hamiltonian formalism. One such a famous example is an analysis of the fate of
the unstable Dp-brane at the tachyon vacuum [4] since Lagrangian for unstable Dp-
brane is multiplied by tachyon potential [5, 6, 7] which means that it vanishes at the
tachyon vacuum. On the other hand corresponding Hamiltonian density is finite at
the tachyon vacuum and describes dynamics of the gas of fundamental strings [8, 9].
However main drawback of the Hamiltonian formalism is the lack of the manifest
diffeomorphism invariance since we have to select time coordinate as special one.
On the other hand there exists covariant Hamiltonian formulation of field theory
known as Weyl-De Donder theory [10, 11]. The key point of this formulation is that
now canonical Hamiltonian density depends on conjugate momenta pαM which are
variables conjugate to ∂αx
M . In other words we tread all partial derivatives on the
equal footing which clearly preserves diffeomorphism invariance. This approach is
known as multisymplectic field theory, see for example [12, 13, 14], for review, see
[15].
In this short note we apply covariant Hamiltonian formalism for extended ob-
jects in string theory which are fundamental string, p-brane and unstable Dp-brane.
These objects have non-linear Lagrangian density and hence it is interesting to see
the form of covariant Hamiltonian. We start with the fundamental string action in
Nambu-Gotto form. Then we find its covariant canonical formulation and we ob-
tain covariant Hamiltonian density which have remarkably similar form as original
Lagrangian density. This is even more striking when we generalize this analysis to
the case of p + 1-dimensional object known as p−brane. We derive its covariant
Hamiltonian density using two ways. In the first one we start with square-root
structure of the action and in the second one we introduce world-volume auxiliary
metric. In both cases we obtain covariant Hamiltonian density that has much more
complicated structure comparing to two dimensional case or to the standard Hamil-
tonian formalism where Hamiltonian depends on conjugate momenta quadratically.
Finally we consider covariant Hamiltonian analysis for unstable Dp-brane. In this
case the analysis is much more complicated due to the presence of the world-volume
gauge field. Explicitly, we were not able to invert relation between covariant con-
jugate momenta and partial derivatives of world-sheet modes in case of standard
Dirac-Born-Infeld like action. For that reason we used non-BPS Dp-brane action
with auxiliary world-sheet metric which however is not symmetric. Note that this is
similar procedure how Nambu-Gotto string action is replaced with Polyakov action
and it is well known that these two actions are classically equivalent. As a result we
derive Hamiltonian density for this non-BPS Dp-brane. Then we consider explicit
2For review, see for example [1, 2, 3].
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example which is non-BPS D1-brane where we can solve equations of motion for
auxiliary metric. As a result we obtain Hamiltonian density that in the limit V → 0
reduces to the Hamiltonian density for the gas of fundamental string with agreement
with the standard Hamiltonian description of tachyon condensation [8, 9].
Let us outline our results and suggest possible extension of this work. We found
Hamiltonian densities in covariant canonical formalism for fundamental string, p-
brane and non-BPS Dp-brane. We showed that this form of Hamiltonian density is
very complicated in case of p-brane with p > 1. We also found Hamiltonian density
for unstable Dp-brane and we studied tachyon condensation in case of unstable D1-
brane and we showed that this result agrees with the vacuum tachyon condensation
that corresponds to the gas of fundamental strings [8, 9]. On the other hand the fact
that covariant Hamiltonian density is non-polynomial in case of higher dimensional
p-branes suggests that it is not clear whether it will be useful for the study of higher
dimensional objects in string theory. The situation is different in case of the funda-
mental string where the Hamiltonian density has the same form as corresponding
Lagrangian one. This suggests that covariant Hamiltonian formulation of funda-
mental string could have its meaning in case of fundamental string and should be
studied further. For example, we could analyze T-duality properties of fundamental
string in this picture. We hope to return to this problem in future.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section (2) we find covariant
Hamiltonian density for fundamental string. Then we generalize this analysis to the
case of p-brane in section (3). Finally in section (4) we find covariant Hamiltonian
density for unstable Dp-brane and solve an explicit example given by unstable D1-
brane.
2 Covariant Hamiltonian formalism for fundamen-
tal string
We begin with standard Nambu-Gotto action for fundamental string. Let us con-
sider string action
S = −T
∫
d2σ
√
− det g =
∫
d2σL , (1)
where
gαβ = GMN∂αx
M∂βx
N , (2)
where σα , α = 0, 1 parameterize world-sheet of the string, GMN is background
metric and xM ,M = 0, . . . , 25 parameterize embedding of the string into target
space-times. Finally, T = 1
l2
s
where ls is fundamental string length, is string tension.
Then, following covariant Hamiltonian formalism, we introduce conjugate momenta
as
pαM =
∂L
∂(∂αxM )
= −TGMN∂βxNgβα
√
− det g , (3)
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where gαβ is matrix inverse to gαβ , gαβg
βγ = δγα. Now using (3) we define canonical
Hamiltonian density as
H = pαM∂αxM − L =
−TGMN∂βxN∂αxMgβα
√
− det g + T
√
− det g = −T
√
− det g .
(4)
As the next step we have to express this Hamiltonian density using canonical vari-
ables. To do this we introduce matrix
Παβ = pαMG
MNp
β
N . (5)
Then with the help of (3) we find relation between Παβ and gαβ
Παβ = −T 2gαγgγωgωβ det g = −T 2gαβ det g
so that
detΠαβ = T 4(det g)2 det gαβ = T 4 det g (6)
using det gαβ = 1
det g
. Then we obtain covariant Hamiltonian density for fundamental
string in the form
H = − 1
T
√
− det Παβ . (7)
Finally we derive equations of motion for xM and pαM when we consider canonical
form of the action
S =
∫
d2σ(pαM∂αx
M −H) (8)
and perform its variation with respect to xM and pαM
δS =
∫
d2σ
(
δpαM∂αx
M + pαM∂αδx
M − δH
δxM
δxM − δH
δpαM
δpαM
)
=
=
∫
d2σ
((
∂αx
M − δH
δpαM
)
δpαM −
(
∂αp
α
M +
δH
δxM
)
δxM
)
= 0
(9)
and we obtain following equations of motion
∂αx
M =
δH
δpαM
, ∂αp
α
M = −
δH
δxM
. (10)
Now for the Hamiltonian density (7) we obtain
∂αx
M = − 1
T
GMNp
β
NΠβα
√
− detΠαβ , ∂αpαM =
1
2T
pαK∂MG
KLp
β
LΠβα
√
− detΠαβ ,
(11)
where Παβ is matrix inverse to Π
αβ .
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3 Covariant Hamiltonian Formalism for p-brane
In this section we perform generalization of the analysis presented in previous section
to the case of p + 1 dimensional object known as p-brane. Well known example of
such object is M2-brane in M-theory. So that let us consider action
S = −Tp
∫
dp+1ξ
√
− det g , (12)
where Tp is p−brane tension and where induced metric has the form
gαβ = GMN∂αx
M∂βx
N . (13)
Finally, ξα, α = 0, 1, . . . , p are world-volume coordinates so that ∂α ≡ ∂∂ξα . Then
covariant momenta are equal to
pαM =
∂L
∂∂αxM
= −TpGMN∂βxNgβα
√
− det g (14)
and hence Hamiltonian is equal to
H = pαM∂αxM − L = −pTp
√
− det g (15)
using the fact that gαβg
βα = p + 1. We again introduce matrix Παβ = pαMG
MNp
β
N
and then from (14) we obtain
Παβ = −T 2p gαβ det g . (16)
Taking determinant of these matrices we obtain relation between det g and detΠαβ
in the form
− det g = (− detΠ) 1p . (17)
Inserting this result into (15) we obtain final form of the covariant Hamiltonian
density for p-brane in the form
H = −pTp
√
(− detΠ)1/p . (18)
We see that it is much more complicated than in case of fundamental string. This
fact suggests limitation of the covariant canonical formalism for higher dimensional
objects in string theory.
3.1 Auxiliary metric
There is an alternative procedure which is based on the formulation of p-brane with
an auxiliary world-volume metric γαβ. Explicitly, let us introduce auxiliary metric
γαβ and write an action in the form
S = −1
2
∫
dp+1ξ
√−γ(γαβgβα − (p− 1)) . (19)
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To see an equivalence of this action with the original one let us solve the equation
of motion for γαβ that follow from the action (19)
−1
2
γβα(γ
γδgδγ − (p− 1)) + gβα = 0
(20)
that has solution
γαβ = gαβ . (21)
Then it is easy to see that inserting this solution into (19) we get the original action
(12). Now from the action (19) we obtain conjugate momenta
pαM = −
√−γγαβ∂βxNgNM
(22)
so that
H = − 1
2
√−γ p
α
Mp
β
NG
MNγαβ − 1
2
√−γ(p− 1) . (23)
Let us now perform variation with respect to γαβ in (23) and we obtain equations
of motion
1
4
√−γ γ
αβΠγδγδγ − 1
2
√−γΠ
αβ − 1
4
√−γγαβ(p− 1) = 0 . (24)
We will presume solution in the form γαβ = KΠαβ , γαβ =
1
K
Παβ ,ΠαβΠ
βγ = δγα.
Inserting this ansatz into (24) we obtain equation for K
1
2
K(
p+ 1
K
+
p− 1
Kp+1 detΠαβ
) = 1 (25)
that has solution
K = (− 1
det Παβ
)1/p . (26)
Inserting this result into (23) we obtain Hamiltonian density in the form
H = −p
√
(− detΠ)1/p . (27)
This agrees with the Hamiltonian density (18).
4 Covariant Hamiltonian Formalism for Non-BPS
Dp-brane
Finally we proceed to the covariant Hamiltonian formalism for non-BPS Dp-brane
whose action has the form
S = −τp
∫
dp+1ξe−φV
√
− detAαβ (28)
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where
Aαβ = GMN∂αx
M∂βx
N+BMN∂αx
M∂βx
N+l2s∂αT∂βT+l
2
sFαβ , Fαβ = ∂αAβ−∂βAα
(29)
where GMN , BMN are background metric and NSNS two form field, T is tachyon that
propagates on the world-volume of non-BPS Dp-brane with the tachyon potential
V (T ) that has minimum at T = ±∞ with V (Tmin) = 0 and maximum at T = 0
with V (T = 0) = 1. Finally τp is tension of non-BPS Dp-brane and φ is background
dilaton. In what follows we presume that BMN = 0.
The presence of the gauge field Aα makes the analysis very complicated since
now matrix Aαβ is non-symmetric and hence it is difficult to find relation between
covariant momenta and derivatives of world-sheet modes. For that reason we use
an alternative formulation of non-BPS Dp-brane with an auxiliary metric γαβ and
write an action in the form
S = −τp
2
∫
dp+1ξ
√−γe−φV (γαβAβα − (p− 1)) , (30)
where γαβ is non-symmetric. Now the equation of motion for γαβ has the form
− 1
2
γβα(γ
γδAδγ − (p− 1)) +Aβα = 0 (31)
that has solution γαβ = Aαβ. Inserting this result into (30) we obtain an action (28)
that proves an equivalence of these two formulations.
Let us then start with (30) in order to formulate covariant canonical formalism.
From (30) we obtain
παβ =
∂L
∂(∂βAα)
= −τpl
2
s
2
e−φV γ
αβ
A
√−γ ,
pαM =
∂L
∂(∂αxM)
= −τpe−φV
√−γγαβS ∂βxNGNM
pαT =
∂L
∂(∂αT )
= −τpl2se−φV
√−γγαβS ∂βT ,
(32)
where γαβS =
1
2
(γαβ + γβα) , γαβA =
1
2
(γαβ − γβα). Using these results we get Hamil-
tonian density in the form
H = pαM∂αxM + pαT∂αT + παβ∂βAα −L =
= −τp
2
e−φV
√−γγαβ(gβα + l2s∂βT∂αT )−
τp
2
√−γe−φV (p− 1) .
(33)
As the next step we have to express Hamiltonian density with the help of canonical
variables. Using the first equation in (32) we obtain
γβα = γαβ +
4
τpl2se
−φV
√−γ π
αβ . (34)
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Then inserting this result into remaining equations in (32) we obtain
pαM = −V αβ∂βxNGNM , pαT = −l2sV αβ∂βT ,
V αβ = τpe
−φV
√−γγαβ + 2παβl−2s .
(35)
Let us introduce inverse matrix WαβV
βγ = δγα so that we can express ∂αx
M , ∂αT
with the help of canonical variables as
∂αx
N = −WαβpβMGMN , ∂αT = −WαβpβT . (36)
As a result we obtain final form of the covariant Hamiltonian density for non-BPS
Dp-brane
H = −1
2
WαβΠ
βα − τp
2
√−γe−φV (p− 1) , Παβ = pαMGMNpβN .
(37)
This is final form of covariant Hamiltonian density for non-BPS Dp-brane. Unfor-
tunately we were not able to find explicit form of the matrix Wαβ except of the case
of unstable D1-brane.
4.1 Solvable Example: Non-BPS D1-brane
In case of unstable D1-brane it is convenient to write γαβ = sαβ + aαβ where aαβ is
antisymmetric matrix that can be chosen as
aαβ = Aǫαβ , ǫαβ =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
, ǫαβ =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
, ǫαβǫ
βγ = δγα . (38)
Then momentum conjugate to Aα is equal to
παβ = − l
2
sτ1
2
e−φV Aǫαβ
1√− det sαβ − A2 (39)
that implies
A =
l−2s π
√− det sαβ√
l−4s π
2 + τ 21 e
−2φV 2
, π ≡ παβǫβα . (40)
Further, pαM and p
α
T are equal to
pαM = −τ1e−φV GMN∂βxNsβα
1√− det sαβ −A2 ,
pαT = −τ1l2se−φV ∂βTsβα
1√− det sαβ − A2 .
(41)
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Then using A given in (40) we get final result
H = −
√− det sαβ
2
√
l−4s π
2 + τ 21 e
−2φV 2
sαβ(Π
αβ + l−2s p
α
Tp
β
T ) . (42)
Finally we solve equation of motion for sαβ
1
2
√− det sαβ s
αβsγδ(Π
γδ + l−2s p
γ
Tp
δ
T )−
1√− det s(Π
αβ + l−2s p
α
Tp
β
T ) = 0 (43)
that can be solved as sαβ = Παβ+ l−2s p
α
Tp
β
T so that Hamiltonian density has the form
H = − 1√
l−4s π
2 + τ 21 e
−2φV 2
√
− det(Παβ + l−2s pαTpβT ) . (44)
This is final form of the covariant Hamiltonian density for unstable D1-brane. Now
we see that when the tachyon reaches its minimum everywhere on the world-volume
of D1-brane we have T = Tmin, p
α
T = 0 where V (Tmin) = 0,
dV
dT
(Tmin) = 0, the
Hamiltonian density (44) takes the form
H = − l
2
s
|π|
√
− detΠαβ (45)
which is a covariant density for the bound state of |π| fundamental strings which is
nice confirmation of the tachyon vacuum condensation [8, 9].
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